Computational statistical analysis of estimated river discharge with Generalized Pareto Distribution
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Abstract

Time series analysis is important for the detection of extreme events that occur in processes of nature. This work considers the analysis of estimated river discharge data generated from a hydrological model by comparing the properly rescaled data of the time series to a function of the Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD) with particular parameters estimated from a GPD algorithm. Results indicate that the patterns of the rescaled data are well represented by the GPD function, and also that positive shape parameter values correspond to the presence of extreme events.
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1. Introduction

Several processes of nature are analyzed from observations made by considering time as a discrete variable. These observations constitute a time series that includes measures of some information of the process that is being studied. In addition, the time series can be used for the detection of patterns in order to improve the understanding of how the information is distributed.

In hydrology, the representation of the water flow on rivers for the calculation of discharge estimates is fundamental to analyze extreme events such as floods and droughts [Fan et al. 2014]. In this work, time series of discharge data are generated from a hydrological model called MGB [Collischonn et al. 2007] that represents the hydrological processes in large-scale watersheds.

After a rescaling procedure, the time series of estimated river discharges are compared to a statistical distribution, in this case, the Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD). Results indicate that this distribution provides a well-suited representation of the rescaled information of the time series.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the main equations of the MGB hydrological model used for the calculation of the discharge data. Section 3 briefly presents the rescaling procedure of the time series information, and the GPD formulation used. In section 4, the rescaled discharge data is compared to the GPD showing that the patterns of discharge are well represented by the GPD with particular parameters. The conclusions are given in section 5. A brief description of the GPD algorithm is given in the Appendix.

2. MGB Model

The MGB model (Modelo de Grandes Bacías, in Portuguese) is developed at the IPH-UFRGS [IPH 2015] for applications that include analysis of extreme events, forecast of discharge, effects of climate change,
quality of water, and many others. The model considers three different spatial units, namely, catchments (or cells), subbasins, and hydrological response units (HRU). The model simulates the conversion of rainfall to runoff, and also other processes of the hydrological cycle such as evapotranspiration estimates, interception by vegetation etc [Paiva et al. 2011]. The main equations of the model are comprised of a simplification of the Saint-Venant equations (inertial equations) [Fan et al. 2014] that are solved numerically for the propagation of the water flow on rivers. Figure 1 exhibits examples of time series of discharge data generated from the MGB model.

![Time series of discharge data for (a) cell 870, and (b) cell 1570.](image)

**Figure 1** - Time series of discharge data for (a) cell 870, and (b) cell 1570.

The inertial equations used in the MGB model are given below, where $h$ is water depth, $q$ is discharge, $y$ is water level, $g$ is the acceleration of gravity, and $n$ is the Manning coefficient:

$$\frac{\partial h}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial q}{\partial x} = 0$$

$$\frac{\partial q}{\partial t} + gh \frac{\partial y}{\partial x} + gh \frac{|q|}{h^{1/3}} = 0$$

3. Rescaling procedure and Generalized Pareto Distribution

The first step for the analysis of each time series is to randomly shuffle the data in order to generate the surrogate time series. Then a rescaling procedure is applied, which consists of modifying the data according to the formulation $(x - \bar{x})/s$, where $\bar{x}$ and $s$ are, respectively, the mean and the standard deviation of each time series [Ramos et al. 2006].

Many formulas are related to the Generalized Pareto Distribution and this work considers the use of the complementary cumulative distribution function (ccdf) given by

$$ccdf(z) = (1 + \xi z)^{-1/\xi}$$

where $z = (x - \mu)/\sigma$, for parameters of location ($\mu$), scale ($\sigma$), and shape ($\xi$).

4. Results

The time series of discharge data generated from the MGB model, after being properly rescaled, are compared to the ccdf of the GPD in a log-log plot. Figure 2 shows the empirical histogram log-log plots obtained by considering 100 sample intervals for all the rescaled measurements of each time series illustrated in Figure 1. The ccdf of the GPD for particular parameter values is also present in the plot, showing that it is a suitable representation of the pattern described by the rescaled time series information.
Figure 2 - Log-log plots of rescaled time series and GPD with parameters values (a) $\mu = -2.3$, $\sigma = 0.6$, $\xi = 0.1$, and (b) $\mu = -2.7$, $\sigma = 0.6$, $\xi = 0.1$.

It is worth mentioning that the parameters of the GPD can be chosen from an optimization algorithm that calculates the curve that better fits to the set of data of the time series. Another important observation is that positive shape parameters ($\epsilon = 1$) corresponds to a heavy-tailed distribution with the presence of extreme events [Ramos et al. 2006].

5. Concluding remarks

This work considered the time series analysis of estimated river discharge data generated from a hydrological model by comparing the data to a function of the Generalized Pareto Distribution with particular parameters. The patterns of the rescaled time series mostly agreed to the curve defined by the GPD function, indicating that this distribution is well-suited to represent the information of the discharge data that constitute the time series. Moreover, positive shape parameter values correspond to the presence of extreme events. As future work, one intends to use a particular algorithm for the optimization of the GPD parameters to find the curve that fits best to the data of the time series.

Appendix

The GPD distribution functions are:
dgp: Density of the GPD Distribution,
p gp: Probability function of the GPD Distribution,
q gp: Quantile function of the GPD Distribution,
r gpd: random variates from the GEV distribution,
gpdMoments: computes true mean and variance,
gpdSlider: displays density or rvs from a GPD.

Usage

dgp\_p(x, xi = 1, mu = 0, beta = 1, log = FALSE)
p gp\_p(q, xi = 1, mu = 0, beta = 1, lower.tail = TRUE)
q gp\_p(p, xi = 1, mu = 0, beta = 1, lower.tail = TRUE)
r gpd\_n(n, xi = 1, mu = 0, beta = 1)
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